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NEWS RELEASE
JDA Congratulates 2015 Alliance Leadership Award Winners at FocusConnect 2015
Awards recognize solutions and services providers who help customers enhance the performance,
innovation and return on investment for customers’ use of JDA solutions

JDA FocusConnect 2015, Barcelona and Scottsdale, Ariz. – November 4, 2015 – JDA Software Group, Inc., today
announced the winners of its Alliance Leadership Awards. Award winners were honored at JDA FocusConnect
2015, today, at the Hotel Arts Barcelona in Barcelona, Spain.
The Alliance Leadership Awards recognize JDA solutions and services providers in Europe, Middle East and Africa,
who went above and beyond in enhancing the performance, innovation and return on investment for customers’
use of JDA solutions for supply chain, manufacturing planning, retail planning, intelligent fulfillment, store
operations and category management. This enhanced value may take the form of increased operations
performance, higher levels of innovation or greater financial returns.
“Today, we honor our strategic alliance partners that rise to the top in delivering greater returns to our
customers,” said Jan-Paul Boos, vice president, alliances and channels, EMEA, at JDA Software. “As omni-channel
continues to proliferate and become more complex, we thank our strong partner network for staying a step ahead,
delivering the expertise to fully put the power of JDA solutions in the hands of our customers. These organizations
play a critical role in helping our customers make well-informed business decisions and achieve real results.”
The 2015 JDA Alliance Leadership Award winners are:






Reseller Excellence EMEA: Strategix Enterprise Technology GmbH
Channel Excellence EMEA: REPL Group Ltd.
Channel Excellence EMEA: Agora Europe S.A.
Retail Excellence EMEA: Capgemini
Best New Channel or Alliance: Starware B.V.

This week, JDA FocusConnect highlighted ways to improve customers’ business process planning, how to drive cost
efficiencies and maximize ROI and also shed insight into how businesses are using their supply chains to achieve
competitive advantage. The theme for JDA FocusConnect 2015 is “Delivering a Seamless Customer Journey,”
focusing on the need for companies to create a consistent, personalized experience no matter where in the world
customers are. FocusConnect 2015 featured industry-specific Special Interest Group meetings, workshops, JDA
customer case studies and educational sessions.
Tweet this: .@JDA Software Honors #alliance partners for excellence in providing value to customers at #JDAFC15:
http://bit.ly/1kglXsF
About JDA Software Group, Inc.
At JDA, we’re fearless leaders. We’re the leading provider of end-to-end, integrated retail, omni-channel and
supply chain planning and execution solutions for more than 4,000 customers worldwide. Our unique solutions

empower our clients to reduce costs, increase profitability and improve collaboration so they can deliver on their
customer promises every time. Using JDA, you can plan to deliver. www.jda.com
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